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Marketing Plans

• Print run 50,000 copies
• National TV and radio campaign
• National print and online campaign
• Social media campaign

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY
October

5! x 8! | 420 pp
Trade Cloth US $28.95 | CAN $37.99

9781642595680 W

eBook available

A classic account of a life in struggle,  
featuring a major new introduction by the author.

“Angela Davis has spent more than !"y years working for social justice. #is sum-
mer, society started to catch up.” $ Ava Duvernay

Angela Davis has been a political activist at the cu%ing edge of the Black 
Liberation, feminist, queer, and prison abolitionist movements for more than 
!"y years. First published in 1974, Davis’s autobiography is a powerful and com-
manding account of her early years in struggle. Davis describes her journey from 
a childhood on Dynamite Hill in Birmingham, Alabama, to one of the most sig-
ni!cant political trials of the century: from her political activity in a New York 
high school to her work with the U.S. Communist Party, the Black Panther Party, 
and the Soledad Brothers; and from the faculty of the philosophy department at 
UCLA to the FBI’s list of the Ten Most Wanted Fugitives. Told with warmth, bril-
liance, humor, and conviction, Angela Davis’s autobiography is a classic account 
of a life in struggle with echoes in our own time.

Angela Y. Davis is a political activist, scholar, author, and speaker. She is an out-
spoken advocate for the oppressed and exploited, writing on Black liberation, 
prison abolition, the intersections of race, gender, and class, and international 
solidarity with Palestine. She is the author of several books, including Freedom is 
a Constant Struggle, and is Distinguished Professor Emerita at the University of 
California, Santa Cruz.

Angela Davis
An Autobiography
Angela Y. Davis

Also
Available

Freedom Is a Constant Struggle
Ferguson, Palestine, and  

the Foundations of a Movement
Angela Y. Davis

Edited by Frank Barat
Preface by Cornel West

Trade Paper US $15.95 | CAN $20.99
9781608465644 W

Trade Cloth US $45.00 | CAN $58.99
9781642591682 W

eBook available

Abolition. Feminism. Now.
Angela Y. Davis, Gina Dent,  

Erica Meiners, and Beth Richie
Trade Paper US $15.95 | CAN $20.99

9781642592580 W
Trade Cloth US $45.00 | CAN $58.99

9781642593969 W

eBook available
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Marketing Plans

• Print run 25,000 copies
• National TV and radio campaign
• National print and online campaign
• Social media campaign
• National author tour

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY
February

5! x 8! | 220 pp
Trade Cloth US $26.95 | CAN $35.99

9781642595697 W

eBook available

For the first time, Dickerson is telling his story.  
And he’s not holding anything back.

“Eric Dickerson has never shied away from telling the truth: About life in the 
NFL, about being a Black celebrity, about racism. You might not like what he’s 
saying, but you know it’s true. Straight drink, no chaser.” $Lawrence Taylor

“[Dickerson] spills it all in a book that reads nearly as fast as he was. Prepare for a 
jaw-dropper every other page.” $Skip Bayless

His style was iconic, and vintage ’80s: aviator goggles, Jheri curls, neck roll, 
boxy pads.

Eric Dickerson is the greatest player in Los Angeles Rams history and the 
NFL’s single season record holder for most rushing yards. In 2019, Dickerson 
was named to the National Football League’s 100th Anniversary All-Time Team. 
With an elegant upright running style that produced some of football’s most-
watched highlights, it was said he was so smooth you couldn’t hear his pads clack 
as he glided past you.

But during his Hall of Fame career, his greatness was o"en overshadowed 
by disputes with Rams management and tensions over his exploitative contract 
o"en overshadowed his accomplishments. What’s his problem? went the familiar 
refrain from the media. Can’t he just shut up and run?

It’s time to reexamine how Eric Dickerson was portrayed. For the !rst time, 
he’s telling his story. And he’s not holding anything back.

Eric Dickerson is an analyst for Fox Sports 1 and Vice President of Business 
Development for the Los Angeles Rams. 

Greg Hanlon is an editor at People. He has wri%en for Sports Illustrated and the 
New York Times.

Watch My Smoke
The Eric Dickerson Story

Eric Dickerson and Greg Hanlon
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Marketing Plans

• Print run 10,000 copies
• National TV and radio campaign
• National print and online campaign
• Social media campaign
• Virtual author tour

HISTORY
October

6 x 9 | 380 pp
Trade Cloth US $28.95 | CAN $37.99

9781642595789 W

eBook available

In a sweep through seven centuries from 1350 to 2050, Alfred W. McCoy 
explains how catastrophes—pandemics, wars, and climate crisis— 

have shaped the destinies of empires and world orders.

Praise for In the Shadows of the American Century:

“Sobering reading for geopolitics mavens and Risk a!cionados alike&.&.&.” $ Kirkus

“A valuable contribution to geopolitical discourse that draws important lessons 
from history.” $ Foreword Reviews

To Govern the Globe explains how a succession of catastrophes$ from the devas-
tating Black Death of 1350 through the coming climate crisis of 2050$ has pro-
duced a relentless succession of rising empires and fading world orders.

By rendering o"en- opaque environmental science in lucid prose, To Govern 
the Globe explains how climate change and changing world orders will shape the 
life opportunities for younger generations, born at the start of this century, dur-
ing the coming decades that will serve as the signposts of their lives$ 2030, 2050, 
2070, and beyond.

Alfred McCoy holds the Harrington Chair in History at the University of 
Wisconsin- Madison. He is the author of !e Politics of Heroin, the classic study of 
drug tra'cking that the CIA tried to suppress, and In the Shadows of the American 
Century.

To Govern the Globe
World Orders and Catastrophic Change

Alfred W. McCoy

Also Available

In the Shadows of the American Century
The Rise and Decline of US Global Power

Alfred W. McCoy
Trade Paper US $18.00 | CAN $23.99

9781608467730 W

eBook available
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• Co- op available
• Advance reader copies
• National TV and radio campaign
• National print and online campaign
• Social media campaign

POETRY
September

6 x 9 | 100 pp
Trade Paper US $16.00 | CAN $21.99

9781642595703 W

eBook available

Mahogany L. Browne’s evocative book- length poem  
explores the impacts of the prison system on both  
the incarcerated and the loved ones left behind.

I Remember Death by Its Proximity to What I Love Most is an expansive poetic 
medi tation on who we think is bound by incarceration. #e answer: all of us. 
Weaving personal narrative, case studies, and inventive form, Browne invokes 
the grief, pain, and resilience in the violent wake of the prison system. #is poem 
is dirge work but allows us to revel in the intricacies of our human condition. 
Wri%en by a beloved and proli!c writer, organizer, and educator, this work serves 
as a practice of self-re(ection and accountability. Browne steps into the lineage 
of Sonia Sanchez’s Does Your House Have Lions?, with the precision of a master 
wordsmith and the empathy of an a%entive storyteller. 

Mahogany L. Browne is the executive director of Bowery Poetry Club, artis-
tic director of Urban Word NYC, and poetry coordinator at St. Francis College. 
She has received fellowships from Agnes Gund, Air Serenbe, Cave Canem, Poets 
House, Mellon Research, and Rauschenberg. She is the author of Woke: A Young 
Poet’s Call to Justice, Woke Baby, Black Girl Magic, Kissing Caskets, and Dear 
Twi"er. She is also the founder of the Woke Baby Book Fair (a nationwide diver-
sity literature campaign) and as an Arts for Justice grantee, is completing her !rst 
book of essays on mass incarceration, investigating its impact on women and chil-
dren. She lives in Brooklyn, NY.

I Remember Death by Its  
Proximity to What I Love Most

Mahogany L. Browne

Also Available

The BreakBeat Poets Vol. 2
Black Girl Magic

Edited by Jamila Woods, Mahogany L. Browne, and Idrissa Simmonds
Foreword by Patricia Smith

BreakBeat Poets
Trade Paper US $19.95 | CAN $25.99

9781608468577 W
Trade Cloth US $50.00 | CAN $64.99

9781642591064 W

eBook available
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• Co- op available
• Advance reader copies
• National TV and radio campaign
• National print and online campaign
• Social media campaign
• Promotion through breakbeatpoets.com

POETRY
November

BreakBeat Poets
6 x 9 | 100 pp

Trade Paper US $16.00 | CAN $21.99
9781642595727 W

eBook available

There Are Trans People Here is a testament to the healing power of 
community and the beauty of trans people and trans history and culture.

In this highly- anticipated collection, H. Melt focuses on the resilience of trans 
communities, as well as trans joy. #is book will help readers be%er understand 
the connections between trans activism and other movements for liberation. 
Tender and !erce, this work pushes against the belied silence of folks who want 
to live fully and uninterrupted. With humor, sarcasm, and direct language, here is 
the hand joined by the many: ancestors and comrades. To lead us out of the dark.

History and the intimate converse, knowing one is nothing without the other. 
What does it mean to live and !ght at the intersections of binary gender, capital-
ism and consumption? #e poems are also grounded in the love of friendship, 
and the Midwest. 

In conversation with Lou Sullivan’s radical work, H. Melt proves that resis-
tance work in building a new world cannot be done without the groundwork laid 
before us in care. In absolute acceptance, H. Melt abolishes borders and invokes 
the all- knowing magic we possess.

H. Melt is a poet, artist, and educator who celebrates trans liberation. #ey are the 
author of !e Plural, !e Blurring, and editor of Subject to Change: Trans Poetry & 
Conversation. Lambda Literary awarded them the Judith A. Markowitz Award for 
Emerging LGBTQ Writers.

There Are Trans People Here
H. Melt

Also Available

On My Way To Liberation
H. Melt

Trade Paper US $10.00 | CAN $12.99
9781608465927 W

eBook available
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• Co- op available
• Advance reader copies
• National TV and radio campaign
• National print and online campaign
• Social media campaign

DRAMA
March

4! x 8! | 100 pp
Trade Paper US $16.00 | CAN $21.99

9781642595734 W

eBook available

As a play and book, The Billboard is a cultural force  
that treats abortion as more than pro- life or pro- choice.

Renowned investigative journalist and writer Natalie Y. Moore’s debut play !e 
Billboard strikes the best nerve. Set on the South Side of Chicago around a con-
troversial pro- life billboard, Moore cra"s a full story around the reproductive 
health of Black women and the barriers they face. Wry and sharp, Moore’s work 
speaks to the political times of living as a Black woman in America, and to the 
larger experience of women’s choice being viewed as a problem to be !xed.

!e Billboard will debut at the 16th Street #eatre in the fall of 2021. Moore’s 
voice is in demand. Following the success of her lyrical and intelligent work ex-
ploring Chicago’s historic segregation, Moore once again proves she knows how 
to de"ly showcase the erased lives of communities that make up a city, and how 
we can apply that to our understanding of the policies that keep us in the throes 
of bureaucracy.

Natalie Y. Moore is the South Side bureau reporter for WBEZ, the NPR- member 
station in Chicago, where she’s known as the South Side Lois Lane. Before joining 
WBEZ, she covered Detroit City Council for the Detroit News. Her work has been 
published in Essence, Black Enterprise, the Chicago Reporter, Bitch, In !ese Times, 
the Chicago Sun- Times and the Chicago Tribune. She lives in Chicago, IL.

The Billboard
Natalie Y. Moore
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Marketing Plans

• Co- op available
• Advance reader copies
• National TV and radio campaign
• National print and online campaign
• Social media campaign

POETRY
October

6 x 9 | 100 pp
Trade Paper US $16.00 | CAN $21.99

9781642595864 W

eBook available

This collection of poetry offers first- hand insight into Zionist land theft  
and dispossession in Jerusalem and Palestine, acknowledging  

Palestine in its historical entirety, from the river to the sea.

#e debut collection from Palestine Writes Emerging Writer Award winner 
Mohammed El- Kurd, Rifqa satirizes the occupation and US foreign policy with 
complexity, allowing Palestinians agency. El- Kurd rejects sanitized accounts of 
the Palestinian experience and the institutionalized language surrounding it. 
Instead, he narrates Israel as a se%ler state, even if the world doesn’t recognize 
it as such. El- Kurd speaks from a unique position$ the lived experience of a 
Jerusalemite engaging critically with American politics$ through literary poems 
that choose the Palestinian liberation struggle as a medium.

Following in the footsteps of Ghassan Kanafani’s Palestinian Literature of 
Resistance, El- Kurd insists upon an o"en silenced perspective on Palestinian re-
sistance, from grassroots accounts and experience. #is work bridges an inter-
national gap in the quest for liberation, documenting how the intersection of 
oppression a)ects di)erent communities.

Mohammed El-Kurd is an internationally touring and award- winning writer 
from Jerusalem, Palestine, currently living in New York. His work has been fea-
tured in !e Guardian, !e Nation, and Al Jazeera English, among others. RIFQA 
is his !rst book of poetry.

Rifqa
Mohammed El- Kurd
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• Co- op available
• Advance reader copies
• National TV and radio campaign
• National print and online campaign
• Social media campaign
• Promotion through Noam Chomsky Facebook 

page

HISTORY
December

6 x 9 | 400 pp
Trade Paper US $22.95 | CAN $29.99

9781642595741 W

eBook available

Three classic books of interviews in one volume.

“Barsamian, the founder of Alternative Radio, and Chomsky, allegedly the 
most quoted author in the modern era, have forged a symbiotic relationship that 
manages to distill Chomsky’s political philosophies and make them accessible. 
Barsamian’s historically grounded, well-informed and probing questions prompt 
Chomsky to deconstruct concepts of class, media and economics. . . . Together 
they act as a lens, enabling the reader to see what has been there, hidden in plain 
sight.” $Publishers Weekly

Conducted from 1984 to 1996, these interviews !rst appeared in the books Class 
Warfare, Chronicles of Dissent, and Keeping the Rabble in Line, all published by the 
independent publisher Common Courage Press in Monroe, Maine.

#is omnibus collection includes a new introduction by David Barsamian, 
looking back on conversations and engagement with Chomsky’s ideas that now 
spans decades, as well as a classic essay by Alexander Cockburn on Chomsky that 
served as the introduction to one of the original volumes. 

Noam Chomsky is Institute Professor (emeritus) at the Massachuse%s Institute 
of Technology and Laureate Professor of Linguistics at the University of Arizona. 
He is the author of numerous bestselling political works which have been trans-
lated into scores of languages worldwide. Among his most recent books are Who 
Rules the World? and What Kind of Creatures Are We?

David Barsamian has altered the independent media landscape, both with his 
weekly radio show Alternative Radio$now in its thirty-!"h year$and his 
books with Noam Chomsky, Howard Zinn, Arundhati Roy, and Edward Said. 

Chronicles of Dissent
Interviews with David Barsamian, 1984–1996

Noam Chomsky

Also 
Available

Optimism over Despair
On Capitalism, Empire,  

and Social Change
Noam Chomsky and C.J. Polychroniou
Trade Paper US $16.95 | CAN $22.99

9781608467990 W
Trade Cloth US $45.00 | CAN $58.99

9781642591088 W

eBook available

The Precipice
Neoliberalism, the Pandemic and the 

Urgent Need for Radical Change
Noam Chomsky and C.J. Polychroniou
Trade Paper US $16.95 | CAN $22.99

9781642594584 W*
Trade Cloth US $50.00 | CAN $64.99

9781642595000 W*

eBook available
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EDUCATION
January

5! x 8! | 150 pp
Trade Paper US $16.95 | CAN $22.99

9781642595802 W

eBook available

A critical writing guide that provides 
imprisoned writers resources to 

encourage, empower and amplify  
their voices beyond the silo of prison

Here is a living how- to guide for incarcerated writers, featuring writers who are 
inside and making incredible contributions to the literature. #is handbook 
pushes us to ask what con!nement is, what incarceration is, and how writers con-
nect to a larger writing community. Reginald Dwayne Be%s, Scoop Jackson, 
Mitchell S. Jackson and others o)er an intimate bridge to these larger questions.

Caits Meissner is the director of Prison and Justice Writing at PEN America.

Founded in 1922, PEN America works to ensure that people everywhere have 
the freedom to create literature, to convey information and ideas, to express their 
views, and to access the views, ideas, and literatures of others.

The Sentences That Create Us:  
Crafting a Writer’s Life in Prison

Edited by Caits Meissner

SOCIAL SCIENCE
September

Voice of Witness
5! x 8! | 330 pp

Trade Paper US $19.95 | CAN $25.99
9781642595796 W

eBook available

Puerto Rican voices share their  
stories of surviving Hurricane Maria  

and its aftermath.

When Hurricane María made landfall in Puerto Rico in September 2017, it le" 
no part of the archipelago unscathed. #e hurricane triggered (oods and mud-
slides, washed out roads, destroyed tens of thousands of homes, farms, and busi-
nesses, caused the largest blackout in US history, knocked out communications, 
led to widespread food, drinking water, and gasoline shortages, and caused thou-
sands of deaths. #e seventeen oral histories collected in Mi María share stories 
of surviving the storm and its long a"ermath as people waited for relief and aid 
that rarely arrived.

Mi María
Surviving the Storm

Edited by Ricia Anne Chansky and Marci Denesiuk
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BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY
March

6 x 9 | 254 pp
Trade Paper US $22.95 | CAN $29.99

9781642595819 W

eBook available

Rodney’s creative use of Marxism was a 
challenge to radical understandings of 

colonialization and faithful to a framework 
of analysis in the period he lived.

Walter Rodney was a scholar, working class militant, and revolutionary from 
Guyana. Strongly in(uenced by Marxist ideas, he remains central to radical Pan- 
Africanist thought for large numbers of activists today. Rodney lived through 
the failed$though immensely hopeful$socialist experiments in the 1960s and 
1970s, in Tanzania and elsewhere.

#e !rst full- length study of Rodney’s life, this book is an essential introduc-
tion to Rodney’s work.

Leo Zeilig is a writer and researcher. He has wri%en extensively on African poli-
tics and history, including books on working- class struggle and the development 
of revolutionary movements.

A Revolutionary for Our Time
The Walter Rodney Story

Leo Zeilig

POLITICAL SCIENCE
January

5" x 8! | 180 pp
Trade Paper US $17.95 | CAN $23.99

9781642595840 W

eBook available

An essential primer for rebuilding  
a militant labor movement centered  

on solidarity with all workers.

Drawing on years of labor activism and study of labor traditions, Joe Burns outlines 
the key set of ideas common to class struggle unionism and shows how these ideas 
can create a more militant, democratic and !ghting labor movement.

How can we revive militancy and union power in the face of corporate power 
and a legal system set up against us? Class struggle unionism is the belief that 
our union struggle exists within a larger struggle between an exploiting billion-
aire class and the working class which actually produces the goods and services 
in society.

Class Struggle Unionism
Joe Burns
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SOCIAL SCIENCE
March

6 x 9 | 368 pp
Trade Paper US $24.95 | CAN $31.99

9781642595833 W

eBook available

A landmark volume showcasing  
the vital writing of revolutionary women 

during the 1930s.

#is comprehensive collection of !ction, poetry, and reportage by revo lutionary 
women lays to rest the charge that feminism disappeared a"er 1920. Among 
the thirty- six writers are Muriel Rukeyser, Margaret Walker, Josephine Herbst, 
Tillie Olsen, Tess Slesinger, Agnes Smedley, and Meridel Le Sueur. Other voices 
may be new to readers, including many working- class Black and white women. 
Topics covered range from sexuality and family relationships, to race, class, 
and patriarchy, to party politics. In her foreword, Toni Morrison writes that 
the anthology is “peopled with questioning, caring, socially commi%ed women 
writers.”

Writing Red (Second Edition)
An Anthology of American Women Writers, 1930–1940

Edited by Charlotte Nekola and Paula Rabinowitz
Foreword by Toni Morrison

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY
February

6 x 9 | 422 pp
Trade Paper US $19.95 | CAN $25.99

9781642595826 W

eBook available

The first biography of the bold,  
principled, and fiercely independent 

woman who defied convention to  
make her own mark on the world.

“#is long overdue biography of a bold scholar- activist emerging from the 
shadow of her famous husband is a gi", and such are Ransby’s narrative skills that 
I wept when, in her !nal pages, the vibrant Essie died, two days shy of 70. #is is 
a major contribution to her glorious reclamation project.”$ Joan Steinau Lester, 
Ms. Magazine

Eslanda “Essie” Cardozo Goode Robeson was a woman of unusual accomplish-
ment$ an anthropologist, a proli!c journalist, a tireless advocate of women’s 
rights, an outspoken anti- colonial and antiracist activist, and an internationally 
sought- a"er speaker.

Eslanda
The Large and Unconventional Life of Mrs. Paul Robeson

Second Edition
Barbara Ransby
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POLITICAL SCIENCE
November

5" x 8! | 250 pp
Trade Paper US $19.95 | CAN $25.99

9781642595871 W

eBook available

Analyzes the conditions that led  
to the 2019 coup in Bolivia and  
details its repressive aftermath.

In three dramatic weeks in October and November 2019, the fourteen years of 
progressive change that Evo Morales’s pink tide government had worked to imple-
ment in Bolivia and beyond came to a screeching halt.

#is book tells the story of this year of upheaval in Bolivia, providing a criti-
cal analysis of the fourteen years of the MAS government that preceded it as well 
as the MAS return to power in 2020. It includes personal stories and commentary 
from people on the streets, leaders in social movements, members of the MAS 
party and government, survivors of Áñez’s abuses, and intellectuals.

Coup
A Story of Violence and Resistance in Bolivia

Thomas Becker and Linda Farthing

POLITICAL SCIENCE
December

6 x 9 | 288 pp
Trade Paper US $24.95 | CAN $31.99

9781642595857 W

eBook available

We are more powerful than power 
wants us to imagine. This book  

shows how to realize that power.

Speaking Out of Place asks us to reconceptualize both what we think “politics” is, 
and our relationship to it. Especially at this historical moment, when we have 
moved from Trump’s fascistic regime to Biden’s anti- progressive centrism, we 
need ways to build o) the tremendous growth we have seen in demo cratic so-
cialism, and to gather strength and courage for the challenges and opportunities 
that lie ahead.

David Palumbo- Liu is the Louise Hewle% Nixon Professor, and professor of 
comparative literature, at Stanford University.

Speaking Out of Place
Making the Humanities Active

David Palumbo- Liu
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BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY | February | 6 x 9 | 650 pp
Trade Paper US $36.00 | CAN $46.99 | 9781642595901 W

eBook available

Volume 4 of Eugene V. Debs’s selected works explores the founding of the 
Industrial Workers of the World, Deb’s move from freelance oratory to employ-
ment on the sta) of the mass circulation Appeal to Reason (the red paper), and his 
coast-to-coast 1908 campaign for president of the United States aboard the leg-
endary Socialist Red Special.

Selected Works of Debs Vol IV
Edited by Tim Davenport and David Walters

POLITICAL SCIENCE | December | 6 x 9
Trade Paper US $19.95 | CAN $25.99 | 9781642595895 W

eBook available

#is important volume traces e)orts to advance the socialist project through the 
organization of revolutionary collectives, engaging with a pantheon of relevant 
thinkers. O)ering an indispensable assessment of the place of collectives in the 
radical tradition, Paul Le Blanc also considers related questions which have more 
recently featured on the le".

Revolutionary Collective
Comrades, Critics, and Dynamics in the Struggle for Socialism

Paul Le Blanc

FICTION / HISTORICAL
March

5 x 7 | 100 pp
Trade Paper US $16.00 | CAN $22.99

9781642595888 W

eBook available

An imaginative work of historical fiction 
placing Karl Marx in the thick of the 

remarkable events of the Paris Commune.

Celebrating the 150th anniversary of the Paris Commune, le"ist writers Olivier 
Besancenot and Michael Löwy o)er an imaginative work of historical !ction, 
placing Karl Marx in the thick of the remarkable events of the Paris Commune. 
A deeply informed, and eminently enjoyable, imagined history recounts what 
might have been if Karl Marx and his eldest daughter, Jenny, had travelled to 
Paris during the heady weeks of April 1871, encountering many important !g-
ures of the movement, including Leo Frankel, Eugène Varlin, Charles Longuet, 
Elisabeth Dmitrie), and Louise Michel, eventually returning to England with a 
profoundly changed sense of political possibility.

Marx in Paris, 1871
Michael Löwy and Olivier Besancenot

Translated by Todd Chretien
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Selected Backlist from Haymarket Books

We Still Here
Pandemic, Policing, Protest,  

and Possibility
Marc Lamont Hill

Edited by Frank Barat 
Foreword by Keeanga-Yamahtta 

Taylor

SOCIAL SCIENCE
5" x 7! | 128 pp

Trade Paper US $12.95 | CAN $16.99
9781642594539 W

Trade Cloth US $40.00 | CAN $51.99
9781642594959 W

eBook available

No Planet B
A Teen Vogue Guide  
to the Climate Crisis

Edited by Lucy Diavolo
Foreword by Lindsay Peoples 

Wagner

SCIENCE
5" x 7! | 248 pp

Trade Paper US $15.95 | CAN $58.99
9781642592597 W

Trade Cloth US $45.00 | CAN $58.99
9781642593976 W

eBook available

Blood Red Lines
How Nativism Fuels the Right

Brendan O’Connor

SOCIAL SCIENCE
5! x 8! | 350 pp

Trade Cloth US $26.95 | CAN $35.99
9781642592610 W

eBook available

We Do This ’Til We Free Us
Abolitionist Organizing and 

Transforming Justice
Mariame Kaba

Edited by Tamara K. Nopper 
Foreword by Naomi Murakawa

SOCIAL SCIENCE
Abolitionist Papers
5! x 8! | 240 pp

Trade Paper US $16.95 | CAN $22.99
9781642595253 W

Trade Cloth US $45.00 | CAN $58.99
9781642594287 W

eBook available

Remake the World
Essays, Reflections, Rebellions

Astra Taylor

POLITICAL SCIENCE
5" x 7! | 200 pp

Trade Paper US $17.95 | CAN $23.99
9781642594546 W

Trade Cloth US $45.00 | CAN $58.99
9781642594966 W

eBook available

Border and Rule
Global Migration, Capitalism, and 

the Rise of Racist Nationalism
Harsha Walia

Foreword by Robin D.G. Kelley 
Afterword by Nick Estes

POLITICAL SCIENCE
5! x 8! | 320 pp

Trade Paper US $19.95
9781642592696 W* (excluding Canada)

Trade Cloth US $45.00
9781642594065 W* (excluding Canada)

eBook available


